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Editor’s Notes

Welcome to December;

How in the world did that happen?

Thank you to Michael Davis for this month’s cover photo, love the astrophotography!!
Milky Way Over Anvil Island
Fujifilm X-T2 with 16mm F1.4
At the NWPC outing to Porteau Cove it was my first time trying night photography and
I was happy with the 20 second exposure at f2.5mm, ISO 1600.
I did a good amount of editing to remove the yellow haze from the horizon. I also wish I
had taken a longer exposure for the water and merged the two images and I’ll know that
for next time.

Welcome to the December issue of our club’s Newsletter, how did it become December? We have had a fantastic year so far and it is going to keep getting better and better. A new season of activities is upon us and a new season of competitions starting
with the North Shore Challenge. Start getting those WOW shots together.
The newsletter is growing, but I assure everyone that there is still lots of room for your
pictures and comments. Please enjoy this issue and I look forward to your pics in the
new year, Happy Season to one and all!!

Member Competitions

This month, we showcase the best of the Complicated
and Urban Decay Themes.
Motion will be coming in the next issue.
Congratulations to the Winners!!

Urban Decay

First Place

You don't have to go far to find a run down part of the city. An image can be as simple as a
rusted lock to a sprawling abandoned building.

Freddy Kreugers’ House
By Harry Traeger
Camera settings were not recorded. I remember it was shot with available light coming in
through the windows. (the photo of the doll was also done with window light)
This photo was taken in Saskatchewan.
I chose this photo because it is a peek into a bygone era, as the bold floral pattern on the
stairs indicates. There are so many interesting details like the curtain still hanging on the
window in the next room and the tall plastic pails that were left on the kitchen floor for no
apparent reason.

Urban Decay

Second Place

You don't have to go far to find a run down part of the city. An image can be as simple as a
rusted lock to a sprawling abandoned building.

Feeling Neglected
By Harry Traeger (He Wins Again!! Congratulations Harry!!)
My camera for this shot was my first digital SLR camera, a Nikon D80.
Shot at 34mm, exposure of 0.5 second @f8, ISO 200
This photo was taken in Tessier, Saskatchewan.
I chose this photo for the theme because it tells a story. This doll was once loved and cared for by a
young child. Her family moved away and perhaps by this time the child had outgrown the doll or
maybe it was left behind by accident. In any event, the house was left vacant and decayed over
many, many years, as did the doll. The lonely doll is still there, a reminder of the little child and the
happy sounds that once were heard in this abandoned house.

Urban Decay

Third Place

You don't have to go far to find a run down part of the city. An image can be as simple as a
rusted lock to a sprawling abandoned building.

Front Street
By Peter Eisenbock
I noticed the mural while we were walking along front street. I liked the urban decay look of
the chunk of the wall missing and the old stairwell. I dashed across the street to get the shot.
Fortunately I had my telephoto on the camera and when there was a break in traffic, I got
the shot. Hoping to get a couple more shots, I went back a few days later but the mural had
been painted over.

Complicated

First Place

Images of complex items contain substantial information – more than can be conveyed in a
short phrase or sentence. From the very small (macro) to the very large (wide angle).

Canoe Pileup

By Tim Stewart
Camera: Canon 7D with a 15-85 mm lens; focal length 35 mm; shutter speed 1/100 sec; aperture f9; ISO 100
I thought this artistic metal sculpture in Las Vegas was unique and eye catching and was
amazed at how this colourful assemblage of 200 boats consisting of canoes, kayaks, rowboats, surfboards, etc was held together and seemed to defy gravity.

Complicated

Second Place

Images of complex items contain substantial information – more than can be conveyed in a
short phrase or sentence. From the very small (macro) to the very large (wide angle).

Switching
By Nancy Matheson

Shot with my cellphone: Samsung Galaxy S7
The is part of an ongoing personal project
that I call “Sketches
of the Skytrain”.
When I’m able to get
on the front seat of
the front car, using
whatever camera I
have on hand, I make
literally hundreds of
images, most of
which are boring or
blurred. But, over the
past couple of years
I’ve build a collection
of a dozen or so images in the project. The
slightly surreal look is
due to editing with a
Topaz filter.

Complicated

Third Place

Images of complex items contain substantial information – more than can be conveyed in a
short phrase or sentence. From the very small (macro) to the very large (wide angle).

Which Way Is Which?
By Michael Davis.
Fujifilm X-T10 with a 16-50
kit lens at 16mm. This is the
Halifax Central Library.
Opened in 2014 this library is
a gorgeous building inside and
out. I was drawn in by these
overlapping staircases and catwalks which dominate the atrium.
The exterior is a modern glass
structure said to resemble a
stack of book with 3 tiers of
rectangles place at odd angles
with parts cantilevered out into
open space.

Travel Photography

Lessons From Milan

Travel Photography – By Glenn Marcus
When I travel I have a fairly full camera bag that goes with me on the trip, but a more restrictive camera bag that I carry around during the day.
•

The full pack includes two cameras, 28-300 Zoon, 24-120, 50 mm f1.8, 35mm f1.8, Rokinon 14mm f2.8, my Nikon D750 and Nikon D7100.

•

The value of the two Nikons is they take the same size accessories (eye piece covers, batteries, charger units, shutter remote timers etc. So the only extra overhead of having the
second camera is just the body and one dedicated DX lens. The other lenses are all FX,
and can be used on either camera.

The accessories that I take include:
•

ND filters (I try to always bring the 77mm lens so there is less fiddling, remote shutter
timers for long exposure,

•

a tripod (I like the induro line).

•

I try to do as little lens changing as possible, so my 28-300 is the lens I use the most.

•

If I head out in the morning and I know I am going to be in the narrow streets, then I bring
along my 14mm wide angle lens.

•

At night I often just put a 35mm or 50mm lens on the camera. They are both f1.8 lenses,
good for low light at night.

The bag I carry during the day has to be light. For my mornings and evening outings: 28-300
on the camera, one other lens such as wide angle or 35 mm. These are my more dedicated
photography times, so I bring a tripod, ND filters and timers.
During the day when I am out with Karen, my camera bag just has my camera, a second lens,
and that leaves space for purchases! No use carrying a tripod etc when walking about the
city during the day. Too crowded. I tend to primarily shoot with my telephoto as that allows
me to zoon by people and clutter and zero in on the subject.

Travel Photography

Lessons From Milan

Here are two shots from my recent trip to Milan.

The Tower
September 2019

Piazza Gae Aulenti
Nikon D750, Rokinon 14mm manual lens
The Unicredit Tower is the tallest building in Milan. This high end business centre is a very
busy and trendy piazza. For this shot you have to find the stairs to the underground
parkade, and then walk through the parkade which covers blocks to find this opening that
provides a view of the Unicredit Tower. This morning was an extensive walk so I did not
take my tripod on this trip. So, no long exposure. But the buildings were impressive.

Travel Photography

Lessons From Milan

The Shaft
September 2019
Piazza Gae Aulenti
Nikon D750, Rokinon 14mm
manual lens

One of the benefits of participating on social media
sites is that you get an idea
of photography options in
cities you will be visiting. I
saw a photo of this light
shaft.

All I knew is that I would
have to find the parkade.
So I headed out, found the
entrance to the parkade
and then walked and
walked until I could find this
particular shaft. Love all
the brass.

Thank You To Glenn Marcus

My Shotz

Member Photos

I am hoping that we can grow this section as members old and new offer up
their Photos of Interest.
Teach us new techniques, show us new lands, give us a different perspective
of the world. We welcome your pictures!!

editor@nwphoto.org.

My Shotz

Personal Favorites being shared
Glenn Marcus
September 2019
Milano Naviglio Grande
Nikon D750, Nikon 3485 telephoto, shot at
58mm, 1/60 f8
Now what you think of
for a city like Milan but it
has an area of the city
with a set of canals. I
Headed on the metro and
in a relatively short time I
was out in the canal area.
Using an ND filter and of
course I brought my tripod.
I should have left earlier
than I did, as I did not allow enough time for travel. Yes it was accessible
by metro, but there was a
train change and the trip
took longer than I
thought. By the time I got
to the canal, the sun was
setting quickly.

My Shotz

Personal Favorites that can be shared!!

Title: Nude Descending A Staircase
Tech Info: Xpro-2, 16-50mm Fuji, 30sec exposure.
Insp: If you like working in the dark and light effects intriguer you Phsiograms might be the
thing for you. Inspired by the Spirograph toys of the 80's and 90's the unrepeatable Patterns
and shapes lets you unleash your creativity.

By Garfield James

My Shotz

Personal Favorites that can be shared!!

Title: Tofino. North Chesterman Beach
The image had been taken on October 7th, 2019 at Tofino B.C.
Camera Nikon D7100
I tried a long exposure technique. Unfortunately, there were not any clouds on this day.

By Milada Dzevitskaya

My Shotz

Personal Favorites that can be shared!!

Over the top.
By Karen Justice
I took this shot of the Luxor on my one and only trip to Vegas. I wasn't staying at that hotel,
but during my wanderings was attracted to the stark and shining dark exterior; it reflected
clouds beautifully and provided such a contrast to the irregular, fringe-like texture of the
palms. This image cried out for black and white and has always been a favorite, a reminder of
a fun trip where everything was simply... Over the top.

I love these stories!!
Thank you Karen!!

My Shotz

Personal Favorites that can be shared!!

Steveston
By Nancy Matheson
I’ve been digging through my old catalogue doing some culling, but also some learning. I
stumbled on this image from 2016. It might have been a Club outing. I can’t remember. It
reminded me how satisfying it can be to work with filters. My original shot had decent composition, good line, nice reflection, but the light was flat and the colours added little. I made
a black and white version, in the conventional way, but what I ended up loving the most was

Original

After Processing

A Beautiful shot and Fantastic processing, thank you Nancy

My Shotz

Personal Favorites that can be shared!!

SanFransico Sunshine
June of 2008
Nikon FE 2 - Film Camera—Photo Scanned on an Epson Flat Bed Scanner
I have shared this photo because I was really quite impressed with it. Back in the day I used
a film camera; digital photography came along and I learned how to scan my old photos and
keep them on the computer. I look back at a number of my old shotz and am impressed with
how sharp and crisp they looked. My SanFransico Sunshine has not been “Processed” by
light room or anything else, just straight off the scanner. No doubt, changes could be made,
but straight from the scanner, I am still impressed.

By Deanna Thorson

Outings

Where We Have Been!

Do you have a favorite shot or two from one of our outings? Share them
with us, we can learn new techniques, share visions and congratulate one
another for a photo well taken.
We welcome you interpretation of our outings!

editor@nwphoto.org.

Outings

Where We Have Been!

Louis Riel Day at Fort Langley

Slightly different crops/
noise treatments (#2 is a
tighter crop).

By Derek Carlin

Outings

Where We Have Been!

*Bonus Outing* Vancouver Train Expo
Geoffery Griffiths
Blue Engine
Pentax K-01 mirror-less,
Lensbaby edge35 mm,
handheld, ISO 320
I was trying to get a sense of
movement and isolate the engine. I chose to shoot hand
held with available light because some times as photographers we become too fixated
on perfect lighting, and I wanted to challenge myself.

Outings

Where We Have Been!

*Bonus Outing* Vancouver Train Expo
Geoffrey Griffiths
Steaming through the Logging Camp
Pentax K-01 mirror-less,
Lensbaby edge50 mm,
handheld, ISO 6400
I really liked the very realistic
looking diorama, set in the
steam era. I chose to shoot
hand held with available light
because some times as photographers we become too fixated
on perfect lighting, and I wanted to challenge myself.

Outings

Where We Have Been!

Workshop: Food And Product
By Geoffrey Griffiths

I had not reset my camera from time I used it so I got this double exposure.
I used LR to apply some basic edits.

G.A.S.

Buy, Sell, Trade, Give Away, etc.

SOLD

Brand New Nikon D-750 + 9 Nikor
lenses, never used, $35.00

The name says it all; all items must be photography related,
simply email your items to editor@nwphoto.org.

Upcoming Eventz!
Seasonal Pot Luck & Silent Auction Dec 3, 2019
Our annual Christmas Party, Pot-Luck Dinner
Note: we have early access to the Hall on this evening. Those who can arrive by 5:30
can help with set-up, with the festivities starting at 6:15 PM.
Next meeting after this: Tuesday, January 7, 2020.
An Evening of Image Exploration Jan 7, 2020
This evening's meeting will be all about exploring images we think might be suitable
for entry into the North Shore Challenge photo competition. Similar to our Image
Exploration evening on October 3, 2019, we will discuss submitted images and give
the makers feedback prior to the competition selection on February 4, 2020.
Pixels to Printer Jan 21, 2020
At this evening's meeting we will have a guest speaker and members share their
knowledge in regards to getting our best images off the computer and onto photographic paper or ???
North Shore Challenge - Image Selection Feb 4, 2020
For the "North Shore Challenge 2020" competition we will be selecting the images
as a club and not committee. Members in attendence at this meeting will have a
chance to view and score the images they think will best represent the club in the
competition. No discussion of images will take place during this evening as club
members will already have had that opportunity at our January 7, 2020 meeting.
Portraiture Workshop Feb 18, 2020
Last season's hands-on Portraiture Workshop proved to be a success. We will be revisiting it again this season.
Details to come.

Upcoming Thingz to Do
Food and Conversation is wonderful, but for new comers, bring a few dollars because
the silent auction is amazing. You don’t want to miss this!!!
Seasonal Pot Luck & Silent Auction Dec 3, 2019
Our annual Christmas Party, Pot-Luck Dinner

Note: we have early access to the Hall on this evening. Those who can arrive by 5:30
can help with set-up, with the festivities starting at 6:15 PM.

Parting Shotz
If you saw a drowning person and you were to choose between saving him
or capturing the moment, what aperture will you use?

“Your camera takes really nice pictures!”
“Thanks, I taught it everything it knows!”

When people look at my pictures I want them to feel the way they do when
they want to read a line of a poem twice.

A definition of a professional photographer:
A "pro" NEVER shows anybody the mistakes

Happy Holidays! May you be able to participate in the activities of the
Christmas season rather than the flu season!

